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ABSTRACT:

This ISR describes how Doppler correction is performed on board for STIS MAMA s
troscopic modes and the changes needed to calstis to correctly account for the loss o
at the edges of the MAMA detectors due to Doppler shifting.

1. Introduction

The wavelength shift due to the motion of the HST in its orbit can be appreciable
some of the STIS modes. The average motion of HST in its orbit is 7.57 km/sec. The
imum peak-to-peak Doppler velocity can therefore be 15.14 km/sec, which correspon
multiple pixels in some of the modes. Table 1 gives the details of the maximum numb
pixels that the wavelength can be shifted to due to the orbital motion of HST in the r
vant modes. The Table includes all the modes for which Doppler correction is applie

Table 1.Maximum wavelength shift in pixels due to orbital motion of HST

Grating Max. shift (high-res pixels)

G140M 2

E140M 5

E140H 12

G230M 2

E230M 3

E230H 12
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2. Procedure

When setting up an exposure with Doppler correction enabled, the Flight Softwa
(hereafter FSW) effectively creates a subarray based on the size of the maximum sh
expected during the exposure. Just like normal subarrays, the qualification tables are
so that events outside the subarray are rejected before they get into the data FIFO (F
First Out) which the Mama Interface Electronics (hereafter MIE) polls and, hence the M
FSW sees. The image size in buffer memory in which the events are stored is, howe
still the same as that originally commanded. The FSW shifts the image to compensa
the motion of the spacecraft so that the events which are inside the subarray, but sh
out because of the motion of the spacecraft, will still be stored in the buffer memory 
appear in the final image. Events that are actually outside the subarray will never be
by the MIE FSW, even if they would have been shifted back into the image area becau
the motion of the spacecraft, since they are rejected by the MIE electronics before the
FSW sees them.

Thus the effective subarray is smaller than the full detector size by DOPPMAG pix
on both the left and right sides of the image, where DOPPMAG is the maximum Dop
shift. Note that the value of DOPPMAG in the header is given in units of high-res pix
and in the current FSW the value of DOPPMAG is an integer. The Doppler shift at a
given time during an exposure can be expressed as

where DOPPZERO corresponds to the time when the Doppler shift was zero prio
the start of the observation, and ORBITPER is the orbital period of the spacecraft.

The procedure outlined above, however, applies only toaccumexposures. The value of
DOPPMAG is always zero intime-tag mode, so the size of the detector is NOT truncat
for time-tag exposures.

If the exposure time is short in an accum-mode observation, the actual Doppler s
during the exposure could be near zero, or it could be near either extreme. But the F
works in such a way that the effective subarray is still the same, i.e. the image size i
reduced on both sides by DOPPMAG pixels. Because of the Doppler shift, some ph
that would have hit the detector actually miss it, and some photons that would have m
the detector actually hit it. Because of the effective subarray, however, some photon
actually hit the detector are ignored. Listed below are two examples.

Consider the case of a short exposure near the time when the Doppler shift was
Photon events within DOPPMAG pixels of either the left or right side of the detector 

Shift highrespix( ) DOPPMAG 2π t DOPPZERO–( )
ORBITPER

----------------------------------------------sin×=
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ignored by the MIE, but events from DOPPMAG+1 to NAXIS1-DOPPMAG are fully
counted. The top panel in Fig. 1 shows the sensitivity vs. pixel number along a line for
case.

In the case of a short exposure near the time when HST was receding from the tar
maximum speed, the Doppler shift will be DOPPMAG pixels toward the right (red). P
tons that would have hit the detector within the leftmost DOPPMAG pixels actually h
within DOPPMAG+1 to 2*DOPPMAG because of the Doppler shift, so those events 
within the effective subarray; the positions are corrected on-board (by subtracting
DOPPMAG), so the buffer is incremented at positions within the first DOPPMAG pix
and these photon events are fully counted. Photons that would have hit the detector w
the rightmost DOPPMAG pixels are shifted off the detector and are never seen. Pho
that would have hit between NAXIS1-2*DOPPMAG+1 and NAXIS1-DOPPMAG, how
ever, do actually hit the detector, but since they are outside the effective subarray, th
events are ignored. Thus Doppler-corrected photon events from the first pixel to NAX
2*DOPPMAG are fully counted, and all events to the right of that are ignored. The mid
panel in Fig. 1 shows the sensitivity for this case.

Thus the sensitivity of the detector at any particular moment has been effectively
tiplied by a step function of width NAXIS1-2*DOPPMAG, and the location of that ste
function in the image buffer (i.e. after Doppler correction) depends on the Doppler shi
that moment. For an exposure of finite duration, the effect on the sensitivity can be f
by convolving the step function with the time weighted Doppler shift throughout the ex
sure. The bottom panel in Fig. 1 shows what the sensitivity would be for an exposur
lasting a full orbit. The image data could then be corrected for the lost counts by div
by the convolved step function, which would differ from unity only near the edges. H
ever, many exposures will be taken in portions of the orbit that do not include the extre
of the Doppler shift, so the convolved step function will be zero at either or both ends,
there will also be no detected counts in those regions. Those regions should be flag
the data quality extension, perhaps with the value used for regions that are off the de

The plan for calstis is to include this correction in the flat field step if Doppler convo
tion is enabled, that is, if FLATCORR = "PERFORM" and DOPPCORR = "PERFORM
This will be done by multiplying the flat field by the effective sensitivity (the convoluti
of the step function with the Doppler shift during the exposure).

Before this correction is implemented, users should be aware that the sensitivity 
the left and right edges of the image may be greatly reduced if Doppler correction was
formed on-board. A band of width up to 2*DOPPMAG on either edge of the image m
be affected, depending on the location of HST throughout the exposure. The SCI ex
sion keywords EXPSTART and DOPPZERO (both in MJD) together with DOPPMAG
high-res pixels) and EXPTIME and ORBITPER (in seconds) can be used to calculat
which pixels will be affected.
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Figure 1: Each of the three panels shows how the sensitivity of the detector along the
image axis would be reduced due to the on-board Doppler correction. The Doppler sh
shown greatly enlarged (128 high-res pixels) for clarity. The top panel corresponds t
short exposure near a point in the HST orbit such that the Doppler shift is zero. The
tivity is zero near the left and right ends of the first image axis because of the effecti
subarray that the flight software creates. The middle panel corresponds to a short exp
near maximum Doppler shift, with HST receding from the target. The bottom panel co
sponds to an exposure lasting a full orbit. This is the average of the sensitivities at diffe
times during the orbit.

After this correction is implemented, users should note that, while the counts will h
been corrected, the errors will be much larger in the regions with low sensitivity, and
error array will reflect this extra uncertainty.

It should also be noted that the outer borders of the MAMA detectors show spuri
counts in any case. The outer four rows and columns (low-res pixels) all around the im
are flagged as bad in the data quality to account for this. Therefore, the loss of flux d
on-board Doppler correction is only important when DOPPMAG is larger than about f
(high-res) pixels.
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